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Turn the page to read the article on Hexagates and Hex-A-Grips...
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Hexagate / Hex-A-Grip - Product Review
Russ Gooding of Golden Witch Technologies has been a friend and advertiser of The
Planing Form and bamboo rod makers since late in 1998. I first became aware of Russ's
craftsmanship in 1999 while reading his article in the January /February issue (Volume 2,
Number 1) of RodMaker magazine about feather inlays. I was a beginning rod builder messing
with graphite and glass (before I saw the light and caught the bamboo bug), and was inspired
by Russ' s ability to push the envelope while maintaining a level of class and sophistication the
craft deserved. While certainly catering to all rod builders and makers, Golden Witch has firm
roots in the split bamboo rod community. Over the years, I have watched Russ and the Golden
Witch business continue to offer qualit y products and also grow by adding new components,
tools, supplies, and accouterments for the rod maker. While recently perusing the Golden
Witch website at wvvw.goldenwitch.com , I noticed two new products. The Hexagate stripping
guides and the Hex-A -Grip cork handles are products that seem to exhibit innovation and
tradition at its best.
I contacted Russ and asked if I could review these products for the readers of The
Planing Form. Russ was eager to share this merchandise with the split bamboo rod making
community, as that is whom the y were designed for. I told Russ that I would give them a fair
and honest evaluation but had m y reservations about them being a bit on the" gimmick y" side .
Boy was I wrong . The Hexagate and Hex-A-Grip are offered through Arcane Components, the
brand name used for most, but not all, of the parts that Golden Witch crafts in-house and/ or
- designs and have manufactured, which include agate guides, ferrules, winding checks, grips,
and so forth . Arcane is also the brand name currently used for their imported
products .. .largely cork at this point. Arcane products can be bought at retail through Golden
Witch, but there are a slowl y growing number of other outlets for the Arcane brand, _such as
Mud Hole in the U.S. & IndarFl y in Europe.
Russ' s son Drake was intimately involved in the design and production of the Hexagate
and Hex-A -Grip products. At 14 years old, this is someone to watch out for in the rod making
community as this youngster understands what a rod maker wants and obviousl y has the skills
to deliver. Russ told me that when Drake "begins interviewing for colleges, he'll be able to walk into
the interviews with a portfolio of real-world CAD work, and a shoebox full of manufactured objects that
were created from his drawings. Russ shares that Drake's "proudest design achievements so far are the
Hexagate and the Hex-A-Grip " and if it wasn't for Drake's ability to "whip out 3-D renderings as
quickly and as affordably as he does, these products would never have moved off the back of a napkin."
Well -done Drake!
When my package arrived from Stevens, Pennsylvania, I practically jogged from the mailbox to
my shop, where I got m y first look at the products . Being a little bit of a packaging and label
type of guy, I was impressed by the presentation of the product and quality of graphics on the
labels. Each Hexagate was packaged in a small box with a label describing the contents . The
picture of the guide on the label w as colored, so that you knew what was inside the box
without having to open it. I rec eive d the "Moss" and "Okapi" Hexagate guides in 10mm, with
blued hardware . The bluing was exceptional and the hexagon shaped frame showed no signs
of solder marks. Each agate was beautiful. The six sides of the hexagon shape filled the frame
completely and the internal circul ar ring was free from blemish . These are top quality stripping
guides with a wink to the past and a nod to the future.
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Next, I inspected the grips. I have to admit .. .I had my doubts about these. I loved the concept,
but I make bamboo rods to fish and fish hard . I was concerned about how this grip would feel in
hand. I like a grip that fits well in hand and I personally take an immense amount of time to
customize grips for those who are going to fish them. I certainly have used pre-formed grips before,
but am always concerned about feel. The addition of the hexagon shape and subsequent edges of the
Hex-A-Grip handles gave me pause. That is until I held one. Taking it out of the package and
assuming a normal fishing grip, my hand immediately settled into a comfortable place on the grip
with my thumb positively settling on one of the flats. The grips are 6.75" in length and are available
in regular, as well as amalgamated cork. The edges of the flats are slightly beveled in the package,
and if you choose to "crisp" up the flats, there are directions on the Golden Witch website to walk
you through the process.
I am not sure which handle I like best, so I think I need to quickly make two rods and put them
to work on the water. I have a feeling that it will be just like my two children. I will love them both
the same ... but for different reasons.

On behalf of The Planing Form subscribers and rod makers worldwide, I would like to offer
Russ and Drake Gooding, and their businesses Golden Witch Technologies/ Arcane Component
Works, a great big congratulations and THANK YOU. Your support and quality products are a
blessing to us all as we continue to pursue this craft and process of making beautiful and functional
"fishing poles" out of split bamboo. Well done! We look forward to what you will come up with next.
Please check out these and other product offerings at www.goldenwitch.com
-Kirk

